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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
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To all whom it may concem: 
Be it known that I, MAURICE LACHMAN, a 

citizen of the United States, and a resident‘ 
of New York, in the county of New York 
and State of New York, have invented cer 
tain new and useful Improvements in Metal 
Poles, Girders, or Beams, of which the fol 
lowing is a speci?cation. 
My present invention relates to such 

structures as. hollow metal poles, beams, box 
girders and the like and the object _is to pro 
vide a box pole or girder construction which 
requires the handling of but few parts and 
which can be formed of standard rolled sec 
tions having great strength. 
A further object is to substitute press 

work for the usual fabrication, thereby 
quickening and simplifying the process of 
manufacture and naturally resulting in low 
ered cost. , ' _ 

The invention consists in the improved 
construction of metal pole, girder, beam or 
the like as hereinafter more particularly de 
scribed and then speci?ed in the claims. 
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 

is an end view of a rolled section of standard 
shape which is preferably used in carrying 
out this invention. ' 

Fig. 2 is a plan of the same, showing the 
cuts subdividing the web. 

Fig. 3 is a transverse cross-section taken 
on the line 3--3 Fig. 2 and shows the struc 
ture after the parts have been bent or formed 
into ?nished shape. v y 

. Fig. 4 is a side elevation of a portion of 
the ?nished pole or beam, the tying members 
being shown in section. . I 
As to the main element of the pole, girder 

or beam I employ a rolled section having 
longitudinally ?anged edges and by prefer 
ence use a standard I-beam of a size suitable 
for the size pole or beam desired. In the 
drawings, 1, indicates the Web of. such a beam 
and 2 the ?anges running along the longi 
tudinal edges, which ?anges, when an I 
beam is employed, run in both directions 
from the web 1. ' . 1 

They web, as indicated‘ in ‘Fig. 2, is sub 
divided transversely into a plurality of por 
tions or partsby cuts 3 which preferably 
run diagonally from one ?anged edge 2 to 
the central line of the web and then diag 
onally in the opposite direction to the other 
?anged edge of the section. 

This cutting or subdividing may be done 
in a press or in any other desired manner 

and results in theformation of a number of 
portions separated from each other except 
at the ?anged edges 2. I 
By subdividing the web as shown alter 

nate portions 4' are duplicates of each other 
and alternate portions 5 are duplicates of 
each other. . . 

After subdivision, the section is run 
through a suitable press, or by any other 
forming operation, the alternate portions 4 
and the alternate portions 5 are bent trans 
versely to the normal plane of the web. The 
parts 4 are all bent or expanded in the one 
direction and the parts 5 are all bent in the 
opposite direction, the bending being pref 
erably continued until the structure has a 
hollow box-like appearance with square or 
?at sides as indicated in Fig. 3. 

6 indicates longitudinal members, pref 
' erably angle or L-shaped, which engage the 
outer free ends of both sets of outwardly 
bent portions Al and 5. These ‘members pref 
erably engage the outermost part of the por~ 
tions 4 and 5 and are‘ riveted or welded to 
such portions to secure and eifectively tie the 
‘portions to each other. 

1 In this manner a hollow trussed pole or 
girder is obtained without an fabrication 
whatever except the securing o the tie mem 
bers 6. 

If desired to simulate a latticed pole or 
if desired to lighten the structure parts of 
the portions 4 and 5 may be removed as in 
dicated by the dotted lines‘ 7 in Fig. 2. 
What I claim as my invention is: 
1. A metal pole or beam comprising a 
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rolled section having ?anged edges, the web > 
of said section being divided into a plurality 
of portions bent alternately in opposite di 
rections out of the normal plane of the web 
and members tying the projecting edges‘ of 
said portions together.. ' . , 

2. A metal pole or beam comprising a 
rolled section having longitudinally ?anged 
edges, the web of said section being divided 
transversely into a plurality of portions bent 
alternately out of the normal‘ plane of the 
web to form a hollow box-like structure and 
members engaging ‘and tying together the 
free ends of the bent out portions. 

3. A metal‘pole or beam comprising a 
rolled section having longitudinally ?anged 
edges, the web of said section being divided 
on diagonal lines into a plurality of por 
tions, alternate portions being duplicates of 
each other and bent alternately in opposite 
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directions from the normal plane of the web 
and longitudinal members tying the free 
ends of said outwardly bent portions to 
gether. - I 

4. A metal pole or beam comprising a 
rolled section having longitudinally ?anged 
edges, the web of said section being divid'ed, 
by cuts-running diagonally from one ?anged 
edge to the center line of the web and then 
diagonally but in the opposite directionto 
the other ?anged edge, into a plurality of 
portions integral with the ?anged edges, 
said portions being bent alternately in op 
posite directions from the normal plane of 
the web and, members tying the outer edges 

I of said outwardly bent portions together. 
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5. A metal pole or post comprising a 
rolled section having longitudinal ?anged 
edges, the web of said section being divided 
into a plurality of diamond shaped parts, 
alternate parts being duplicates of each ' 
other, said parts being bent alternately out 
of the normal plane of the web to form a 
box-like structure and members secured to 
and tying said parts together at their out 
wardly bent portions. ' ‘ 

Signed at New York in the county of New 
Yorkand State of New York this 16th day 
of April, A. D. 1920. _ 

MAURICE, LACHMAN. 
‘Witness: ‘ 

IRENE 'LEFKowITz. 


